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2 Discussion points 

•   University Civic Mission 

•   Academics and Civic Mission Integration  

•   University Civic Mission in the Croatian Context 

•   Law and other acts? 

•   Rectors? 

•   The Croatian case – methodology and research results 

•   academics more/less into change and civic mission 

•   limitations and challenges 



3 Reflection on the university civic mission 

•   academic knowledge improving living conditions in local communities 

•   academics’ contribution to democracy and civil society development 

•   teaching and research connected with local needs/problem 

•   various activities of university civic engagement 

•   university - community non commercial linkages 

•   educating responsible and active citizens 



4 University civic mission... 

(...) engaging in those community areas in which 

we are not buying or selling, but talking with 

neighbors about the benefits for our community. 

Barber, B. (1996) 







7 Academics and university civic mission 

•   transforming traditional teaching and research patterns 

•   Boyer (1990) - scholarship of service/engagement 

•   Nussbaum (1997) - curriculum tranformation 

•   Ostrander (2004) 
•   curriculum tranformation 

•   enhancing teaching and students’ learning 

•   community-based research priorities 

•   collaborative production of new knowledge 



8 Academics and university civic mission 

•   persistence, patience and a long-term commitment  

•   civic mission dependency on academics: 

•   attitudes toward the (civic) mission of the university  

•   willingness to (re) define their traditional work  

•   institutional support - motivation for a demanding change  



9 Civic mission: e Croatian context 



10 Civic mission: e Croatian context 
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Statutes, Strategies, Government and Ministry Official 
Documents (79 documents analyzed) 

•  praising cooperation with business sector and industry  

•  advocating primarily the HE influence on the national economy 
development 

•  not a trace of civic mission indicators 

Civic mission: e Croatian context 
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What Do Rectors Say About It? 

“Our society has still not reached the level of 
development in which the question of education 

would be based and defined on such community needs 
(...) community needs are related to the market needs 
for qualified employees and the possibilities of their 

employment.” 

Civic mission: e Croatian context 



13 

What Do Rectors Say About It? 

“It is clear that even encouraging the cooperation 
between universities and the market does not bring 

significant results, let alone the concept you are 
talking about, developing cooperation with 

organizations and institutions in the community, i.e. 
the civil sector…we are currently truly in a very bad 

situation (…)” 

Civic mission: e Croatian context 
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What Do Rectors Say About It? 

“(…) the time has simply not yet come for civic mission. 
You have to understand that we need to survive. In order 
to even enter this social dimension, develop this level of 

cooperation in the community, we have to first, 
metaphorically speaking, provide for room and board (…)  

We have not yet had the time to think about this social 
segment.” 

Civic mission: e Croatian context 
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What Do Rectors Say About It? 

„...it is difficult to even imagine such a situation (...)  
I cannot see something more significant  

being done that is not being evaluated or considered a 
source of income (...)  

for now this is set in stone and I do not see any 
upcoming changes soon.“ 

Civic mission: e Croatian context 



16 Research: rationale, question and methodology 
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Adopter categorisation on the basis of innovation 

Source: Diffusion of Innovation, Rogers, M.E. (1962) 

2,5% 13,5% 

Change agents 

13,5% 

34 % 34 % 

2,5% 
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19 Croatian academics: Diffusion of innovation 

Table 1. Distribution of respondents according to the categories of 
innovation / willingness to accept changes; overall sample (N=570) 

Diffusion of Innovation, Rogers (1962) 



20 Typology of Croatian academics 

Innovators and early Adopters 
(introduce and accept changes) 

73,5 %    assistant/associate/tenure professors 

59,2 %    31-50 years old 
7,4%       juniors up to 31 years old 

Late Majority and Laggards 
(refuse changes; conservatives - Laredo, 2008) 

38,7 %   junior researchers and teaching assistants 

56,2 %   up to 40 years old 
62,9 %   juniors up to 31 years old 



21 More into change and university civic mission 

•    academics from humanities, social sciences and art 

•    female 

•    associate and tenure professors 

•    academics from 41 to 50 years of age 



22 Less into change and university civic mission 

•    juniors up to 31 years of age (6 years contract) 

•    teaching assistants 

•    junior researchers 

•    male 



23 Potential motivational factors for civic mission 
integration – top 5* 

students’ interest  78,2 % 

administrative support and infrastructure  73,8 % 

financial support for the costs of designed activities  66 % 

Flexible workload and adequate evaluation of various 
academic activities  64,9 % 

training opportunities  62,6 % 

administrative and financial support + salary bonus > juniors up to 31 years 

* Responses 4 and 5 on a scale from 1=strongly disagree to 5=stronlgy agree  



24 Final remarks... 

•   trend to avoid activities that “distract” academics especially      
    among young researchers (Krücken, Meier & Müller, 2009;    

    Göranson, Maharajh & Schmoch, 2009) 

"There was a sharp awareness among academics that community 

engagement brings a loss of status and does not contribute to the 

employment maintenance, promotion opportunities or  

payment raise" (Macfarlane, 2005, p. 173).  



25 Among challenges for Croatian universities... 

When academic youth is reluctant, is there any place 

for nurturing civic mission? 


